SZG: Where High Power and High Frequency Join Forces
P. Leary
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Figure 2 – “Scan” or “Scrub” cut (Left) vs. standard “L” cut trim (Right)
Frequency Performance
The SZG resistor uses a tapered resistor body with a smaller input pad. Making the
input side narrower improves VSWR at higher frequencies. The resistor then expands to a
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Figure
3 Frequency response up to 8GHz for
Figure 4 - Frequency response up to 8GHz for
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The graph above shows the frequency response (return loss) between the SG and the SZG in 2 different package sizes.
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The IMS team has also developed a reverse aspect ratio NDR‐1225SZG that has an RL of
‐20dB at 6.65GHz and has a power rating of 200W when a constant base plate temperature of
50°C is maintained. Plots of return loss are below in figure 4.
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Figure
4 – Return loss of reverse aspect ratio NDR‐1225SZG
Figure 5 – Return loss of reverse aspect ratio NDR-1225SZG
The SZG style resistor gives us a better frequency response than components with the same footprint with thermal
The SZG style resistor gives us a better frequency response than components with the
properties equivalent to the same size package. Custom designs are available but standard packages are readily
available for 1206-3725 with the SZG termination. When looking for a high power, high frequency resistor without
same footprint with thermal properties equivalent to the same size package. Custom designs
compromises, N-series SZG is recommended and successfully deployed in today’s hi-tech applications. Please contact
the experts at IMS to discuss your application in greater detail.
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